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Bituminous materials are complex viscoelastic composites
mainly used for road and airport pavement construction.
Numerous advances on novel bituminous materials for
sustainable pavements have been developed over the last
years, turning this topic into an emerging field of study. &e
studies include several areas: characterization and modelling
of bituminous materials, multiphase behaviour of bitumi-
nous materials, asphalt mixtures modified with phase
change materials, self-healing of asphalt pavements, and
valorisation of waste for roads.

&is special issue presents a selection of thirteen recent
research studies mainly focused on the multiscale charac-
terization and numerical modelling of bituminous materials
including modified asphalt mixtures, mastics and bitumi-
nous binders, recycling and valorisation of waste materials
for asphalt pavements, as well as innovations in more
sustainable bituminous materials development and on-site
application. Scientific contributions from Canada, China,
USA, Czech Republic, Republic of Korea, Italy, France, and
Spain were received.

&is special issue opens with the study conducted by
A. Hamid et al. &ey have developed a laboratory study to
investigate the effects of the fly ash-based geopolymer
content on the rheological and microstructural properties
of asphalt binders. &e results indicate that geopolymers
could be used as a sustainable and greener alternative to
other asphalt modifiers due to their low carbon dioxide
footprint and better recycling capacity, having minor
effects on the performance and microstructure of the
binder.

&e paper by M. Yu et al. presents an experimental study
that evaluates the antiageing performance of recycled engine
oil bottom (REOB) as a rejuvenating agent for asphalt
binders and dense-graded asphalt mixtures.&emain results
demonstrate that REOB can be used as an asphalt regen-
erant, complying with the antiageing requirements reported
in the technical specifications.

&e work by Y. Xu et al. studies the effect of the blending
degree between virgin and aged binder on the pavement
performance of hot-mix recycled asphalt mixtures
(HMRAM) with a high RAP content. To do this, HMRAMs
with different degrees of blending (DOBs) were prepared by
changing the mixing temperature. &e results prove that the
content and physical properties of old aggregates in RAP
materials have an important effect on the performance of
HMRAMs with a high RAP content.

In the paper by J. Li et al., similar to M. Yu et al., several
physical and rheological tests were carried out in addition to
four-component and infrared spectroscopic analyses on
aged asphalt binders containing three types of REOB from a
recycling plant. &e main results of the paper reveal that
REOB is sensitive to the softening point, and the asphaltene
content has a significant effect on the physical and rheo-
logical properties of REOB-rejuvenated asphalt.

&e paper by P. Hyzl et al. presents the results of a 5-year
research focused on the use of reclaimed asphalt (RA) in
asphalt mixtures of the type stone mastic asphalt (SMA).&e
authors determine that it is possible to use RA in SMA-type
mixtures without negative impacts on the functional
properties or on the layer lifetime.
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&e paper by Y. Pi et al. analyses the general wetting
process of asphalt on the aggregate surface based on the
surface energy theory. As a main result, the authors establish
amodified numerical wettingmodel to research the effects of
initial temperature, cooling rate of asphalt, and aggregate
surface texture sizes on the wetting process.

H. Li et al. study the effect of fly ash and slag on the
properties of cement asphalt mortar (CAM). Experimental
tests were conducted to determine the effect of these ad-
mixtures on the fresh and hardened characteristics of CAM.
Based on the assessed properties, the CAM mixture with fly
ash is suggested to be applied in further research as a cost-
effective strategy.

&e work by D. Wang et al. examines the effect of
chopped basalt fibres with different lengths and contents of
addition on the performance of porous asphalt mixtures.&e
results prove that the addition of chopped basalt fibres can
improve the performance of porous asphalt mixtures be-
cause they form a three-dimensional network reinforcing
structure inside the porous asphalt mixture.

&e paper byM. Pasetto et al. carries out an experimental
study aimed at analysing the chromatic and mechanical
properties of a clear synthetic resin and its suitability as an
unconventional bituminous binder for novel asphalt mix-
tures. &e studied synthetic resin was a proprietary product
composed by a thermoplastic bicomponent resin with
bonding properties like those of traditional bitumen. &e
binder developed shows promising results in view of its
effective use in more sustainable asphalt pavements.

S. Magniafico et al. in their work study the differences
between experimental linear viscoelastic (LVE) properties of
both straight-run bitumen and a bituminous mixture and
simulations with analogical 2S2P1D model fitted by 14
different users. 2S2P1D (2 springs, 2 parabolic creep ele-
ments, and 1 dashpot) is a linear viscoelastic analogical
model to simulate the behaviour of bituminous materials
developed at the University of Lyon/ENTPE. &e obtained
results highlight the relevance of 2S2P1D model to perform
multiscale modelling of LVE behaviour of bituminous
materials, from bituminous binders to asphalt mixtures.

&e paper by M. Sol-Sánchez et al. presents a research
study that aims to analyse the reuse of zeolite waste derived
from petroleum refining in the production of warm mix
asphalts (WMA). Two different types of zeolite waste are
analysed as additives for the manufacturing of two WMA,
whose mechanical performance is compared with conven-
tional WMA and hot-mix asphalt (HMA). &e results in-
dicate that zeolite waste with a content of 0.3% allows the
production of WMA at temperatures around 145°C, with
comparable workability and densification to conventional
reference HMAs at 165°C, without reducing their me-
chanical properties.

&e paper by H. Li et al. studies the induction heating
efficiency and the healing capability of asphalt mixtures with
different conductive additives. Steel fibre, steel grit, and steel
slag are added to asphalt mixtures with induction heating
purposes. &e results show that the thermal properties of
asphalt mixtures changed with the addition of different
conductive additives. &e modified asphalt mixture with

steel fibre showed the best induction heating performance. It
was proven that the addition of conductive additives in
asphalt is a potential solution in order to propose novel
asphalt pavements with crack-healing properties.

Finally, this special issue closes with the paper by
D. Wang et al. &ey conduct an experimental and numerical
study to establish a fatigue damage evolution model for the
asphalt mixtures. To achieve this, four-point bending fatigue
tests and FEM simulations by ABAQUS on test specimens of
asphalt mixtures are performed. Based on the combination
of the damage model by fatigue bending tests and their
virtual simulation, the factors influencing the fatigue re-
sistance of the whole asphalt mixtures are evaluated.
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